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DELTA KAPPA EPSILON DR. OGILBY BROADCASTS
WINS FRATERNITY CUP WARNING TO STUDENTS
Scholarship Award Presented
at Student Rally Before
Wesleyan Game

Reiterates Counsel of Morning
Chapel Service Concerning
Dangers of Open Road

As the climax of a student body
rally on the night before the W esleyan game, Delta Kappa Epsilon was
presented the Fraternity Cup, symbolic of the scholastic leadership of
the fraternity group of the Trinity
campus.
The meeting started off with a
series of talks by outstanding figures on the campus, pepping the students for the traditional game with
Wesleyan.
Songs and cheers also
figured prominently in the course of
the evening. The speakers included
Herb Vinick, Bob O'Malley, Sid Mills,
Steve Truex, and Coach Dan Jessee.
Ray Armstrong acted as master of
ceremonies.
Dr. Ogilby was then introduced.
After appropriate comments, he announced that Delta Kappa Epsilon
was the winner of the Scholarship
Cup, donated by the Hartford Alumni
Association to the fraternity having
the highest percentage of honor
grades at the end of the academic
year. The cup was then presented
to Ray Armstrong, president of Deke,
by R. M. Crane, a senior member of
Alpha Tau Kappa, the winner of the
trophy last year. In receiving the
cup, Armstrong said that he did not
know who was the more astonished,
Dr. Ogilby or the Dekes. lie then
gave the cup to Bern Budd, '08, who
was the last Deke to receive it.
The following list shows the percentage of honor grades the basis of
the award:
Fraternity
A's and B's
Delta Kappa Epsilon,. . . . . . 387
Alpha Delta Phi,. . . . . . . . . . 381
Psi Upsilon, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .375
Alpha Tau Kappa,..... . .. .341
Sigma Nu, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .313
(Continued on page 3.)

On T uesday evening, October 26,
Dr. Ogilby spoke briefly over station
WTHT on the subject, "Students at
the Wheel." At seven-thirty a familiar voice to Trinity students was
presented to the radio audience in
quite a dramatic fash ion.
In order
to bring his subject more forcibly
before the youth of Hartford, Dr.
Ogilby acted in his capacity of president of Trinity College. He had just
summoned a freshman into his office
who had been seen driving his car
at a dangerous speed the night before, and commenced to tell the boy
a few facts about safe driving.
Dr. Ogilby first pointed out that it
would be nearly impossible to prohibit the use of automobiles at Trinity:
The students could easily
thwart the college officials by keeping their cars downtown. It has been
the policy to meet the undergraduates
more than half-way in this matter,
as all the students are allowed to
have cars, if permission is granted by
their parents. The problem of keeping the highways of Connecticut free
from accidents so far as Trinity is
concerned is therefore left in the
hands of the student body.
Dr. Ogilby stated a few causes of
accidents which were prevalent
among drivers of college age. Liquor, speeding, and reckless driving
were among those mentioned. Doctor
Ogilby had previously discussed the
subject at Wednesday chapel, and had
cautioned the students to drive more
safely during the busy week-ends of
the fall.
He finished his radio address by
dismissing the imaginary freshman
from his office and warned him not
to take the left door out, since that
led to a Closet.

The Beta Beta Chapter of Psi Upsilon
Fourth Fraternity Founded at Trinity

NOTICE
To t he Undergraduates of Trinity
College :
During t he last t wo months
the Senate, with the aid of t he administration of the College, has
made extensive changes in the
rooms of the Union. In t he use
of t hese rooms students are asked
to cooperate with the plans of
the Senate along the following
lines:
1-The store has been moved
across the hallway and refurnished. It is not a large room
and is often crowded. Constant
care must be taken to keep it neat
and tidy.
·
2-The recreation room, occupying the no·r th half of the old Union,
is intended for games and conversation. It is not an eating
room. Students purchasing food
and drinkables in the sto1·e are
asked not to bring them into the
recreation room. Those who bring
luncheons from home are reminded
that the cafeteria is opened at noon
for their convenience; they are
not to use the recreation room for
eating. For the cleanliness of the
room, proper disposal of ashes,
burnt matches and cigarette butts
is essential.
3-The south half of the old
Union has been fitted up as a
"silence room" for the benefit of
those who wish a quiet place for
study between classes. It is not
to be used for conversation or by
students who wish to study in
pairs or groups. Smoking is to
be allowed, but cleanliness in this
practice is urged. The books and
newspapers in this room, are not
to be taken away.
R. D. O'Malley,
R. B. Ogilby.

TRINITY AND AMHERST
GRID TEAMS TO CLASH
Traditional Football Rivalry
to be Continued at Amherst
in Thirty-Seventh Game

Number 6

Wesleyan Conquers Trinity
on Daddario's Interception
IHilltoppers

Office News
Mr. E van F. M. Durbin, !lenior
lecturer in t he London School of
Economics, will speak in t he audit orium of the Chemistry Laboratory
on Thursday evening, November 11,
his subject being "The F uture of the
English Labor Party." This lecture
is open to the public. On the same
day, Armistice Day, Mr. Durbin will
speak briefly in chapel at 8 in t he
morning on Anglo-American relations .
Mr. Durbin is in this country visiting various colleges and universities.
He will be in residence at Trinity
College from Wednesday, !November
101 to Saturday, the 13th, and will
meet with certain of the classes in
Economics. On Wednesday evening,
he is dining with the Commons Cl'\lb.

••

iVt

A regular meeting of the Trustees
of Trinity College was held in rthe
library of the Chemistry Building on
Saturday morning. The following
Trustees were 'p resent: Buffington,
Mather, Elton, Woodward, Brainard,
McCook, Hotchkiss, Smith, Davis,
Purdy, O'Connor, Wright, Stevenson,
Walcott, and Jones, together with the
President and M!r. Eastman. Bern
Budd, '08, whose term as Alumni
trustee expired last June, was elected
a permanent member of the board.
S. D. Pinney, '20, elected last June
to succeed Mr. Budd, was also present
at the meeting.
Various reports on the state of the
college were presented and acted
upon by the Trustees. Mr. Blanchard
W. Means, instructor in philo-sophy,
was appointed assistant p1·ofessor
for .t hree years beginning July 1,
1938. The election of J . P. Webster,
'10, Glover Johnson, '22, and Ronald
(Continued on page 3.)

Outplay Wesmen
Decisively in First Half;
Amass Nine First Downs

SCORE 7 TO 0
Trinity Reaches One-Foot Line
on Early March but Fails
to Score with Four Tries
The Trinity football team was defeated by the Wesleyan .C ardinals
here on the home field last Saturday
by a 7-0 count. The defeat marked
the first time in four years that the
Blue and Gold forces have suffered
two consecutive setbacks.
It was
also the second time in four years
that the Blue and Gold has failed to
score against an opponent. Trinity
outplayed the W esmen during the
greater part of the contest, but lacked
the scoring punch to take advantage
of its early opportunities.
The
fracas was the best played battle that
the Jessee-men have engaged in this
year.
Trinity Off to Fast Start
Trinity started out strong in the
opening minutes of the game. W esleyan kicked and the Blue and Gold
wasted no time in getting its offense
under way. Displaying the smashing ground attack which had been
completely smothered the week before at Storrs, Trinity rolled up five
consecutive first downs with Morris
and O'Malley carrying the ball in a
drive that led to a first down on the
Cardinal one-foot line.
Four line
bucks failed to discover a flaw in
the Wesleyan forward wall, and
Trinity was forced to yield the ball
on downs. During the rest of the
first quarter, both teams tried to gain
the advantage in a punting duel be( Continued on page 3.)

Theoretical and Practical Aspects Noted
in Career of Doctor William Aydelotte

An ancient rivalry will be resumed
this Saturday at 2 o'clock when the
superior scholarship of its members. Trinity eleven faces the Amherst
There is a new member of the history a real contribution to knowlBy Ward P. Bates
In an attic room in one of the "Its object", to quote Baird's "Ameri- team, at Pratt Field. Trinity will be faculty who most students have seen edge based on hitherto unpublished
buildings of Union College, seven can College Fraternities", "as shown eager to make up for its defeats at about the campus, and yet whose in- material is expected of the candidate.
The subject of Professor Aydelotte's.
undergraduates met on November 24, by its results, is . ... the promotion of the hands of Connecticut State and teresting career is probably less
1833, and signed a formal pledge to scholarship and friendly intercourse." Wesleyan, while the Jeffmen will be known, and that person is Professor thesis was "Bismark and British
organize a secret society.
These Among its alumni the Order of Beta eager to add another scalp to their Aydelotte of the History Department. Colonial Policy," which necessitated .
Dr. William 0. Aydelotte graduated an investigati9n of the records in the
men, four of whom were members of Beta numbered many bishops, college growing list of victories.
This will be game number thirty- from Harvard University in 1931. He archives of the British Foreign Office,
the class of 1836 and three of the presidents, professors, and prominent
"The fraternity," Baird con- seven of the Trinity-Amherst series. made Phi Beta Kappa and received a trip to Berlin to study the German
class of 1837, were well qualified to men.
found a new society. Three of the tinues, "published a catalogue in 1874, Out of the t hirty-six games already honors in the classics. Brought up archives, a survey of the private ·
seven held Phi Beta Kappa keys, and and has also issued its song books at played, Amherst has won twenty, and educated in Cambridge, Mass., it Gladstone papers, and the private paall seven obtained literary degrees, various inte1;vals. The badge is of Trinity has won seven, and nine might seem that the name of his pers of the late Lord Granville, which
gold, oval of shape and consists of games have resulted in ties. It will home town subtly influenced his next were only made available to scholars.
six at Union and one elsewhe1·e.
The founders were not in haste to the letters 'BB' in archaic form, and be Trinity's secon'd game with a mem- step in the pursuit of his education, during the second year of Dr. Aydeextend the society.
Almost four circled by a serpent and placed in a ber of the "Little Three."
for in 1931 he left for England to l.otte's residence in England.
He
Two weeks ago Amherst defeated study at Cambridge University, where spent a year, between 1936 and 1937,
years passed before a second chapter setting of ivy leaves .... the total
was instituted.
On February 11, membership is 224."
Wesleyan 12-2. But a comparison of in 1934, he received his Ph.D degree. completely revising and rewriting
In 1879 permission was received for this game witP, the Trinity-Wesleyan His special field in his post-graduate this thesis, and in September, 1937, it
1837, the installation of the Delta
Chapter at New York University was the admittance of the Order of the battle of last Saturday might be mis- work was the diplomacy and imperial- was published in book form under the
held. Two years more passed befor·e Beta Beta into the fraternity of Psi leading, as the Lord Jeffs beat Wes- ism of the late 19th Century. He same title, by the University of PennOne hundred and thirty leyan on a field drenched with rain. was under the instruction of Harold sylvania Press in this country, and
the next chapter, the Beta at Yale, Upsilon.
was established. From then on, how- men representing numerous chapters The ace of the Cardinals, Mim Dad- TeiDJ>erley, who has made notable by the Oxford University Press in
ever, the fraternity continued to grow and classes attended the installation dario, was hampered by mud puddles contributions to diplomatic history, England. Dr. Aydelotte has also just
until now it numbers 27 active and of the new chapter on February 4, in his usually touchdown-making and who is at present engaged in published in England, in the annual
two inactive chapters and more than 1880. Thirty-three alumni and more runs, also the Wesleyan men had few editing the documents of the British issue of the Cambridge Historical
18,000 members. All of the chapters than twenty of the active chapter chances to try their new passing at- Foreign office in the period leading Journal, an article dealing with a phase
own their own houses, the total valua- were initiated at this time. After the tack.
In that game the Amherst up to the World War.
of the subject of his book. The arinitiation came a supper and literary team gained few yards by passing
Professor Aydelotte pointed out the ticle is entitled "The First German
tion of which is $2,000,000.
Nine years after the foundation of exercises at the Allyn House with but made most of its distance in rush- interesting difference between the Colony and its Diplomatic Conseing.
English and American attitudes quences."
the fraternity of Psi Upsilon the speeches by many prominent men.
The chapter has continued to prosOrder of the Beta Beta was estabPotential anti-Trinity stars with toward the Ph.D. degree.
He said
Upon his return from England in
lished at Trinity. Founded in 1842 per since its inception into Psi U, the Lord Jeffs are Captain Bill that in England they stress the im· August, 1934, Professor Aydelotte
by William Upson Colt, '44, the Order nearly closing during the World War, Michell as left halfback; AI Furman, portance of the thesis, while we in went to Washington and spent some
of the Beta Beta soon rose to prom- but managing through the generosity a good passer, as fullback; Schweizer, America lay emphasis upon the re- time in the government service as an
nence at the college, surpassing all of its alumni to remain active who tore up Wesleyan's rushing at- sults of the general examination. assistant in the office of John H.
others in the number of its alumni, throughout that difficult period. In tack at end; and 'Vic Pattengill, who Consequently "the English thesis is a Fahey, chairman of the Federal Home
(Continued on page 4.)
much more ambitious t hing," and in
and being especially known for the
( Continued on page 3.)
(Continued on page 4.)
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STRENGTHENING THE BONDS

We have been watching or competing in Trinity-Wesleyan
athletic contests now for four years and the conviction has been
steadily growing on us that it was about time that we said something about this rivalry.
It is our feeling and we believe it is the sentiment of all
Trinity athletic teams that year in and year out there are no
better liked opponents on our schedule than the "Men from Middletown." The history of the athletic relations bear us out in our
contention.
For sixty-seven years the teams of the two colleges have been
fighting it out in a total of ten different sports.
Trinity-Wesleyan meetings are no joke. Opposition of the stiffest sort is
always expected and always given. Occasionally one team has
won easily, but never ov~.r an opponent that was not fighting
from the first minute to the very last. Genuine battles are commonplace because of their frequency. Of such stuff are TrinityWesleyan contests made. Strange it would be if over-exuberant
spirits on either side did not every now and then cause unfortunate
incidents to take place.
Relations between the two institutions have been broken off
twice, but both breaks were speedily patched up.
Since 1925
relations have grown steadily better. In fact, they seemed to us
to reach a peak last Saturday afternooh. No Trinity team likes
to lose and especially to Wesleyan, but if it has to lose it is easier
to bow to an opponent whose qualities of sportsmanship are
unquestionable.
It is easier for the spectators, too. The helplessness and sting
of defeat do not seem so bad when administered by a team that
is playing the cleanest, .withal, hardest kind of ball. We draw
a distinction between smashing, fighting football and a brand that
includes so-called rough stuff. The latter has no place on any
gridiron and certainly none in a game between colleges that adhere
to a high code of sportsmanship.
It was therefore, a pleasure for Trinity supporters to sit in
on the g~me Saturday afternoon.
Booing and jeering were
noticeably absent. The stands realized that anything that bordered on dirty football would be purely unintentional. They knew
that if any Trinity man was injured t~at it would be the bre~ks
of the game, nothing else. They reahzed full well after seemg
the pictures of last year's Trinity-Wesleyan game that the Wesleyan players would fall all over themselves rather t~an risk
injury even accidentally, to an opponent. It was obvwus that
the W~sleyan players realized, even in defeat, that no injury was
worth the game. In consequence, the Trini~y adherers. were
genuinely sorry when Holzer was forced to retire from actwn.
As we plodded out after the final whistle we un~erstood how
well President Ogilby and Coach Jessee had crystallized our feelings in their pre-game speeches Friday night. We realized how
much a rivalry with such sportsmanlike opponents meant to us.
We felt that there was a feeling of mutual respect between the
two colleges and that it was on a recognizably high peak. We
made a firm resolve to do our best to keep it there.
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Trinity turns northward to Amherst next week in quest of a victory
that will offset the two recent whitewashings suffered at the hands of
our two neighbors. Amherst appears
to be t he strongest team that the
Blue and Gold will have faced to
date. The big gun in the Jeff's backfield seems to be Captain Michell
whose leather-lugging has featured
every Sabrina victory to date (the
only defeat registered against the
Jeffs so far has been the Dartmouth
lacing; and they have yet to lose to
other than a major college eleven
(this season) . Other backs who are
apt to prove bothersome to Trin are:
Furman, a lithesome fullback whose
powe1'house line drives irked W esleyan no end; Pattengill, a hardtackling defensive back, and Joy, the
Sabrina's heady quarterback.

**

We noticed in the "Amherst Student" that the Trinity game is getting a $2.20, top with general admission at $1.65; in addition to the regular prices a cheering section for
Amherst students and guests is open
with the cost of two reserved tickets
in this section at $2 .90. A twodollar top might seem stiff to us
who enjoy dragging the little woman
to the home games at a ten-dime
output, but after all, lads, it shows
that Amherst either appl'eciates us
or the color of our greenbacks?

**

As to this crystal gazing! business,
it seems to me to be about time to
cash in the proverbial chips after
picking two out of five. Vermont
sinking Norwich 18 to 6, and Amherst taking the Massachusetts team
to the tune of 41 to 6 were the lucky
o;nes; whereas Princeton amd Trin
pulled the fadeout roles, and the
Yale-Dartmouth tiff .proved the
selector's headac.he by battling to a
futile tie.

**

This Saturday Yale looms as the
logical choice over Brown, Army over
Harvard, Dartmouth over Princeton,
Williams over Wesleyan, and-oh
well, forget it! * *
The Amherst cross-country coach
picks the Trin harriers to finish
fourth in the Connecticut Valley meet
out of a field of nine teams. The
Blue and Gold hill and dalers are
happy to see that one person is at
lea'st fai:ly optimist!jc about the.ir
chances-It seems that a certam
Wesleyan team is also entered. The
meet should be a three-cornered race
between Heermans of Wes, Lucazai
of Coomecticut State, and Gowing of
Amherst, finishing in that order.

**

Our congratulations to the "Connecticut Campus" for their recent
strides in the journalistc field. We
notice that they refer to Trin as the
Purple and Gold (correction please,
if we may-Black and Blue is the
pro.p er cognomen)
. Quote the
"Connecticut Campus" - "O'Malley
and Truex both tried to put up a
battle, but any one of the reserve
backs of the State eleven could have
duplicated their efforts." Incidentally,
lads, were all the State backs laid

MUST IT

Gives Five Steps in Which One On and Off the C!!mpus
May Obtain the Greatest
There seems to be a crutch fad on
Value from Meditation
campus (of which we hope to take
The value of silence to the indivi- no active part) .
. Saw the soccer
dual and to the group was explained
field
last
week.
It's
not
a bad place
by President Ogilby in last Wednesday morning Chapel. Dr. Ogilby said at all, some of you with a little spare
that if a visitor from another time o.ught to take a gander down
. . Where's Pop? . .
world should happen to visit this earth that way.
he would return with the idea that all ' Haven't stopped to ask what the
of us were afraid of silence. That
even while we study the continual man is doing to the windows in Jar
drum of the radio may be heard; vis, but our Physics experience (two
and even in athletic contests the air years in Physics I) tends to make us
at various times is pierced with think of expansion and contraction
cheers and all forms of noise-our
. Shades of Ozzie Nelson
entire life is entangled with some
shape of vociferation - all of this Tables in the Union. Heard the
would seem out of place to a stranger
from another section of the universe.
Individual silence is really a privilege which only we can bring about
for ourselves. Silence applied to a
group brings unity to that group
which otherwise it could not have
obtained - this is especially true in
regard to religious services. President Ogilby said that students would
be given the opportunity .to practice
meditation at every Friday morning
Chapel which will be a service of
silence.
The art of true meditation
cannot be learned until after several
practice periods, and when it has
been obtained, it may be divided into
five stages.
The first stage in meditation is
the separation stage in which it ta!ces
one a few moments to break aiWiay
from the influence of his duties
which are always upon! his mind. A
concentration upon one subject consists of the second stage in which
any concrete idea or thought is
chosen.
The third step in meditation is applying the imagination to
the subject until it becomes vivid;
while the fourth step consists in
applying the idea or thought to oneself. The fifth state is extremely
difficult to reach in .the first few
attempts at meditation since it is
pressing through the fanciful world
to the spiritual.
Dr. Ogilby .then urged those present to try to obtain the inspiration
of individual silence.
In corpo·r ate
silence, as at chu;rch service, one
obtains much from its practice.
Presiden Ogilby reminded the students that Christ went off with Himself to meditate with such an ef;f¥t
that sweat ran down His face like
blood.

I

suggestion offered for white waiters
coats for the boys who work there
. Maybe the sign on Summit
Street reading "School, Go Slow"
should be made to read "Hospital
Quiet".
. We wondered how long
the leaf-taker-upper would take the
place of good old-fas.hioned rakes.

**
Silence, Please!
From the Wesleyan Argus. (We
hate to seem unoriginal, but this tid
bit was too good to pass up.
It's
a letter supposedly written to the
fraternities in general.)
"Dear Sir:
Last spring I have write letter to
your paper all about them noises
coming from houses around mine on
High Street which keep awake my
two-year-old son of which I am part
owner. Now I hear that them party
weekends is coming again soon and
I am writing to tell you that I would
like everybody not to make no noises
like last time when I have to walk
floor with my two-year-old son when
he is waked up in the middle of the
night

fr<>m.

b<>-ltl.-o;

-emaahi-ng-

J.

around and chairs breaking. All
summet things was quiet like any
thing and my wife thinks it is be
cause all of you college boys was
out of town but I tell that things
isn't really so bad like she thinks
but on them party weekends I won
der. My two-year-old son now is
three years old but still he wakes
up just as easy and never goes back
to sleep until them noises is stop
which is always tomorrow. Please
do something to keep them houses
~~============= quiet and als01 them noises stop. I
up with concussions and broken write to you because I think if no
ankles? Quote: "The razzing given body can shut things up you boys can
our players from the Trinity bench
Alex W rczisszc.
was very unsportsmanlike on the part
of the Hilltoppers." Please, fellows,
**
stop pulling our legs.
We're sorry about last week al
**
ready. We thought that if we dis
Did you notice that a man scored agreed with the rest of th~ students
for Wesleyan against us last- Satur- on the Fascist question that we would
day without being in the game? .... get a little publicity, which we did.
H ere's how-after ·t he Wesleyan But boy, what publicity! Our History
touchdown, Coach Blott sent Butch Prof refuses to have anything to do
Bottjer into the game to kick the with us any more. We'd better keep
extra point, but for points after our secret yearnings quiet from now
touchdown time is taken out, thus on.
the score and no credit for being in
... *
the game.
Only fifty more days till Christ
mas; do your Christmas shoplifting
early!
GO ON?

It has only been very occasionally in our college career that

we have been ashamed to acknowledge the fact that we were
members of the student body of Trinity College. One of those
incidents occurred a week ago last night. Something is radically
wrong when a young lady, a member of the extension school, and
just as much a part of Trinity as we are, can't walk down the
campus without being the object of ribald remarks and flying
missiles. Something is wrong when the whole college, even to
the most distant fraternity, is disturbed by the uproar on campus.
We have always been under the impression that Trinity students were potential gentlemen, but incidents such as this seem
to show that certain students would be more at home in high school
society or an army barracks. We wonder if these people-w~
hesitate to use the word men-realize just what their obligations
are to the College.
Do they remember their matriculation
pledges? Do they stop to think that they harm the college's reputation? Do they realize what a name they give to the average
student by their thoughtless, crude, and perverted sense of humor?
Of course, we realize that it is every college man's intention
to get a little fun out of life ; but there are so many more logical
channels for their good times. If these depredations continue,
we suggest that stringent official action be taken, with possibly
a little unofficial action on the part of the more decent students.

**

We went into Boardman Hall the
other day to take a look at some of
the specimens exhibited therein.
N ever again will we try that alone
Every night last week we dreamt
about dinosaurs jumping mile-high
fences. But at least it drove away
all visions of three hundred-pound
halfbacks jumping on our backs m
the dark.

* *

We hate to admit this, but we're
stumped. We've read columns, we've
sat and thought for hours, and we've
requested aid, but to no avail. We
haven't enough to· fill up our column.
This tends to break down the morale
(I almost said morals), of the
column as a whole. The h - - with
the editor, let him worry about the
whole thing, at least we told the
truth about the whole matter.
B. U. D., Ltd.

WES PUNISHES TRINITY
TEAM IN FINAL HALF
Cards Drive Deep into Hilltop
TerritoryRallies Stave
Off Further Scores
(Continued from page 1.)
tween Holzer and Rihl, with the latter
having the edge. Trinity piled up
four more first downs in the first
half, letting the Cardinals down with
none. As the teams walked off the
field at the half it looked as though
all Trinity needed was a break to
take the game.
Daddario Scores
The break came in the third quarter, but it was in favor of the Wesmen.
Daddario, Wesleyan backfield
stand out during the entire encounter,
leaped high into the air to grab one
of O'Malley's aerials at mid-field, and
streaked down the side-lines to Trin's
3-yard line, where he was forced out
of bounds. The 49-yard run caught
the Trinity defense napping and with
two line bucks, the Cardinals had registered the only score of the game.
"Butch" Bottjer, injured center, came
into the game for a single play and
made a perfect placement to make
the score 7-0.
Cards Continue to Threaten
The scoring seemed to have inspired the Cardinals, for they spent
most of the rest of the third period
barging deep down into the Trinity
territory. Daddario received a punt
and ran back 25 yards as the Trinity
ends were neatly blocked out by the
W esmen in an effort to give their
star a chance to get into the open.
With Daddario and Weinstein carrying the ball, the Cardinals smashed
their way to the Blue and Gold 8,
where a stiffened Hilltop line held
for downs and recovered the ball.
O'Malley called for a kick and Daddario took the ball at midfield where
he was downed. Wesleyan looked as
though it might get under way again
as the Trinity forwards began to
weaken.
:_ij',_,.rth•n•
progre ~ wa
stopped when Jack Carey recovered
Daddario's fumble .
Trinity Makes Final Bid
With two minutes left to play,
Trinity took to the airways in a last
desperate effort to score. The Blue
and Gold unleased a terrific offensive attack which carried all the way
from their own "40" to Wesleyan's
"30", with O'Malley tossing some accurate aerials to Jackson and Kelly.
The latter caught a pass which put
Trinity in a scoring position only to
have the officials rule that it was
caught out of bounds. Daddario intercepted the next throw to end the
threat and the game.
Tough Break for Trin
Trinity really deserved to win this
one. Statistics show that the Blue
and Gold decisively outplayed the
Cardinals during the greater part of
the contest. The game was lost because the Hilltoppers did not make
the best of their scoring opportunity
in the early stages of the game. Outside of Daddario, Trinity stacked up
better man for man.
The Trinity
line played an excellent game, all of
which leaves one rather dazed at the
outcome. If Trinity can come back
next week and down the Lord Jeffs
who have been mopping up all opposition in imposing fashion, it will lend
a great deal of balm to damaged prestige. Amherst has already taken the
Cardinals into camp by a 12-2 count
and is on the way of becoming Little
Three champion. Observers who know
and have seen both teams in action
say that the Blue and Gold has a good
chance of upsetting the Amherst
eleven this coming Saturday.

HARTFORD
NATIONAL BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY

AMHERST PREVIEW
(Continued from page 1.)
scored two touchdowns in the Amherst-Massachusetts State game, as
right halfback.
Trinity will keenly miss Steve
Truex, whose gridiron career for the
Blue and Gold is ended as a result of
the broken ankle he suffered in the
Connecticut State game. His place as
fullback in the starting lineup will
probably again be taken by Pete Rihl.
The Lord Jeffs will undoubtedly ente1
the fray on the right end of the odds.
The starting lineup for Amherst
will probably include the following;
Cordner, left end; Garde, left tackle;
Coan, right tackle; Keesey, right end;
Joy, quarterback; Captain Michell,
left halfback; Pattengill, right half·
back; Furman, fullback.
Coach Dan Jessee expects to use
the same starting lineup for the Hilltoppers as in the game with Wesleyan. This lineup consists of Bill
Kelly at left end, John Alexander at
left tackle, Captain Herb Vinick at
left guard, Vic Hamilton at center,
Dick Lindner at right guard, Stan
Alexander at right tackle, Jack Carey
at right end, Frank Jackson at quarterback, Ed Morris at left halfback,
Bob O'Malley at right halfback and
Pete Rihl at fullback.

BLUE AND GOLD FROSH UNDEFEATEDHARRIERS
TRIMWES YEARLINGS BEATEN BY WESLEYAN
Harris, Secch iaro li, and O sbo rne Trinit y Completely Outclassed
L ead Attac k in 7-0 Victory
a s Cardinal Runners Score
Over Lighter Rivals
Easy 15 -40 Victo ry

Putting on a sustained third period
drive which was culminated by a
touchpown, the Trinity Freshmen
triumphed over the Wesleyan Frosh
on Friday at Andrus Field, Middletown, by a 7-0 score. It was a hardfought game between two scrappy
yearling elevens and, except for the
Blue and Gold's surge in the third
quarter, was evenly contested throughout.
The first half was a continuous
march up and down the field. First
one team would push the other for
a time and then the other would retaliate, but neither could score. This
half was featured by the punting of
Secchiaroli for Trin and of Glasser
for the Red and Black.
Early in the third period, after an
exchange of punts, Trinity found itself in possession of the ball on its
own 40-yard line. On an off tackle
play Dean Harris broke loose to the
Wes "30."
Osborne smashed the
center for eight· yards. With Walsh
and Secchiaroli carrying the ball, it
was moved to the 4-yard line. From
OFFICE N EWS
there Harris, on another off tackle
(Continued from page 1.)
E. Kinney, '15, as Junio·r Fellows slant, carried the pigskin over the
last white chalk mark. With Walsh
was confirmed.
holding the ball, Harris split the upLast year at Commencement time rights with a placement kick to make
the class of 1912, returning for their the score 7-0.
Although the Wesleyan Frosh
twenty-fifth reuni<m, presented, on
the Friday afternoon before Com- fought hard in the final quarter, they
mencement, "The School of Experi- were powerless against the heavier
ence." The idea was that members Blue and Gold line, and their passing
of the class, returning to the college attack did not function properly.
after twenty-five years, should report Frequent fumbling did not help the
to the senior class something about Redmen's cause.
Leading the Trinity offensive were
the world as they had found it. Under
the leadership of T. F. Flanagan, Harris, Osborne, and Secchiaroli,
'12, the plan was successfully carried while on the defense Fuller, Kinney,
and Hanley were standouts. For the
out.
It is now proposed to make "The Rerlmen, Glasser's P"Ssing and kickSchool of Experience" an annual ing were bright spots, while Lamb,
feature of Commencement. W . P. Leckie, and Hussong in the line broke
Barber, Jr., '13, has begun to make up a lot of the Trin running attack.
plans for what his class may be able
The lineups:
to do next June. A meeting was Trinity
Wesleyan
held Sunday in the president's office Thomsen
Bagg
LE
at which were present Flanagan, '12, Kinney
Leckie
LT
Barker, '13, Professor Wadlund and Tyler
Lamb
LG
Mr. Greenley representing the fac- Fuller
Gale
c
ulty, and L. M. Armstrong, the sen- Wallace
Hollis
RG
ior cl~ss, the Alumni Secretary, an;i Neil
Hayward
RT
the Ef'tesident. Plans for the session Hanley
Hussong
RE
of "The School of Experience" in Walsh
Powers
QB
1938 will be announced in the middle Secchiaroli
Glasser
LHB
Cagney
of the winter.
RHB
Osborne
Moore
FB
H arris

..

The lineup :
Wesleyan
Green
Phelps
Petherbridge
McCabe
Munay
S utherland
Morningstar
Sonstroem
Daddario
Weinstein
Holzer

.

SCHO LARSHIP C UP
(Continued from page 1.)
Alpha Chi Rho,.......... .256
Delta Psi, ...... , . . . . . . . . . 237
Delta Phi,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .192
All Fraternities,......... .308
Neutral Body, , . . . . . . . . . . .459
Whole College, . . . . . . . . . . . 389
In the general average of all the
marks, the fraternity of Delta Kappa
Epsilon exactly equalled the record of
the Neutral Body, as is shown by the
following table:
Fraternity
Averages
Delta Kappa Epsilon,. . . . . . 763
Alpha Tau Kappa,. . . . . . . . 737
Psi Upsilon, .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 733
Sigma N u, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 724
Alpha Delta Phi,. . . . . . . . . . 721
Alpha Chi Rho, . . . . . . . . . . . 714
Delta Phi, .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .692
Delta Psi, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 680
All Fraternities, . . . . . . . . . . 719
Neutral Body, . . . . . . . . . . . . 763
Whole College,. . . . . . . . . . . . 742
A final comparison between the
fraternities has been made to show
which one has the best record for the
smallest percentage of failures. In
this Sigma N u leads.
Fraternity
F's
Sigma Nu, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .042
Delta Kappa Epsilon,. . . . . 048
Alpha Tau Kappa, . . . . . . . . 058
Psi Upsilon, .. .. .. .. .. . .. .067
Alpha Chi Rho,.......... .093
Delta Phi, ................. 115
Alpha Delta Phi,. . . . . . . . . . 133
Delta Psi, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .189
All Fraternities, . . . . . . . . . . 094
Neutral Body, . . . . . . . . . . . .062
Whole College, . . . . . . . . . . .076

Last Friday aftemoon, on its home
field, the Wesleyan cross-country
team scored a decisive win over
Coach Oosting's aggregation to the
tune of 15-40. This was a heartbreaker to the boys as well as to the
coach, because their record was previously unblemished by a defeat,
while the won column already showed
three victories for this season.
The Wesleyan harriers displayed a
very well-balanced team, so wellbalanced, in fact, that the first Hilltoppers to finish were trailing in the
dust of seven Wesleyan men. Heermans and Guernsey, the Cardinals'
ace runners, finished in a tie for first
place, followed by five more Wesleyan
flashes, then McLaughlin and Pankrantz finished in a dead heat for
eighth place.
This one defeat, however, will not
necessarily spoil the season for the
Hilltopp~rs, although it was a great
disappointment to lose to a Wesleyan
team, especially as it was the first
loss of the season. The team has a
fine example of spirit and . leadership
in Captain Perry and with continual
fight and support from the rest of
the squad, he can assure Coach Oosting of a continuation of its impressive
record.
The Trinity boys were also hindered
___"-A n_g_e_l'_'_; -M
-el_v_yn
__D_o_u_g-by the fact that they were on a course r-A_L_L_Y_N
which was strange to them and were
las, Marlene Dietrich, Herbert
without ample support from the byMarshall.
Co-Hit-"Hopalong
standers. There was quite a crowd
Rides Again"; William Boyd.
which left this college, Wesleyan Starting Thursday, November 4:
bound, Friday noon, but few of them
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer";
were to be seen lending moral supGary Cooper, Franchot Tone,
port to the Harriers .
Richard Cromwell.
Co-HitThe summary : (First), Heermans
"Hideaway"; Fred Stone.
and Guernsey; (third), See; (fourth), STRAND_ "Life of Emile Zola";
Stone, McKusick and Tiedeman;
Paul Muni. Co-Hit--"Footloose
(seventh), Lamphere; (eighth), MeHeiress ."
Laughlin, (T), and Pankrantz (T); Starting Wednesday, November 3:
(tenth), Perry
(T);
(eleventh),
"The Perfect Specimen"; Errol
Smith, (T); (twelfth), Charles (T)
Flynn, Joan Blondell, Edward
and Rieley (T); (fourteenth)' BernEverett Horton. Co-Hit-"Annier (W); fifteenth), Mountford (T) .
apolis Salute"; James Ellison
and Marsha Hunt.
E. M. LOEW'S - "One Hundred
You Can Be a Different Smoker
Men and a Girl"; Deanna Durbin and Adolphe Menjou. Cowith
Hit-"Armored C~r."
9J

ONE ...
WONDERFUL
PIPE

N-B-C TOBACCO
LE
LT
LG

c

RG
RT
RE
QB
LHB
RHB
FB

Trinity
Carey
s. Alexander
Harris
Hamilton
Vinick
J. Alexander
Kelly
Jackson
O'Malley
Morris
Rihl

HAYWOOD
CORDOVANS
Standard for College Men.
Selected Shell Cordovans
Oxfords with Wing Tips.

Eleven Dollars
SIMMONS
4 8-58 PRATT STREET

HUBERT
DRUG COMPANY
2 13 ZIO N STRE ET
"Just over the Rocks"

Score by periods:
141 ASYLUM STREET
Wesleyan, . . ..... . ... 0 0 7 0-7 Opposite Bus Station Corner Trumbull
Touchdown, Daddario; point from
try after touchdown, Bottjer (placement); referee, G. T. White; umpire,
W. L. Stearns; linesman, J. E. Sullivan; field judge, G. F. Feldman ; time,
15-minute quarters; substitutions,
Wesleyan, Lichtenberg, Cotter, Bottjer, Mues, Lane, Meline, Anderson ;
Trinity,
Budd,
Lindner,
Keller,
At One Address Only
Driggs, Hopkins.

E. C.

WEBB'S
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2 STATE STREET

~odal JrintinB
Announcements
Invitations
Tickets
Program.<
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HISTORY OF PSI U
(Continued from page 1.)
1935, the Betsy Bakers, a nickname
applied to local chapter members almost since its institution, held the
successful One Hundred and Second
Annual Convention of the fraternity
here in Hartford. Speakers at the
Convention Banquet included Earl
Babst, Chairman of the Board and
President of the American Sugar Refining Company; His Excellency, Wilbur Cross, Governor of Connecticut;
Archibald Douglas, National President of the fraternity, and Mr. William Kingsley, President of the
United States Trust Company and
Treasurer of New York University;
with Judge Philip McCook of the
United States Circuit Court acting as
toastmaster.
The Beta Beta has always been
proud of the contributions of its active members and of its alumni to
the life and spirit of the college. It
was a Beta Beta man, A. P . Burgwin
of the class of '82, who gave the college its hymn, "'Neath the Elms",
and another, William Mather, is the
donor of the beautiful Trinity Chapel.
It is interesting to note that among
the twenty-two members of the Board
of Trustees that ten, or almost half
of these, are Psi U men.
The chapter house, a large building
of Southern Colonial style, is universally known on the campus as the
"Big Yell ow House." On the main
floor are two living rooms, a smoking
l"Oom, a dining room, and kitchen,
while the upper stories provide studies and generous sleeping accommodations for ten people. The house is
eontrolled by the Colt Trust Association, a corporate entity named after
the founder of Beta Beta, which carries on the temporal affairs of the
ehapter.

at center halfback, Dowds at outside
WES BOOTERS OVERCOME right,
Reynolds playing inside right,
and Hammerstrom at center stood out.
· TRIN IN ANNUAL TILT

Good Wesleyan Team Gives Fine
Exhibition to Gain Revenge
for Last Season's Defeat
The Trinity soccer team was
treated to a 7-0 shutout by its traditional rival, Wesleyan, last Friday
at Middletown.
The weather was
ideal for soccer and the field dry
enough for Wesleyan to give one of
the best exhibitions of soccer playing
seen in these parts for several years.
The Cardinals, seeking revenge for
defeat which Trinity handed them last
year, outplayed the Blue and Gold in
every quarter, scoring two goals in
each of the first three quarters and
one in the last. The winners were
able to put a team on the field which
was composed almost entirely of veterans of the game. Few flaws could
be found in either their offense or
defense.
Ferguson at fullback and Schmid
at center forward played sterling ball
for Trinity.
The entire Wesleyan
team played a good game, but Walsh

Wesleyan
Doote
Pullman
Matton
Blackmon
Walsh
Fichen
Do'il'ds
Reynolds
Hammarstrom
White
W esterbrook

Trinity
Gaboury
Ferguson
Hoegberg
Clapp
Lindsey
Smith
Hanna
Hope
Schmid
White
Davidson

G
RB
LB
RH
CH
LB
OR
IR

c

IL
OL

Goals scored by Reynolds 3, Hammerstrom 2, C. White, Thomas; substitutes, Wesleyan: Peterson, Young,
Hinsdale, Wilson, Moore, Thomas,
Nelson, Stevenson, Porter; Trinity:
Lepak, Nickel, McCloskey, Leggett,
Connelly; referee, Johnston; time, 22minute quarters.

AUTO STORAGE
AND REPAIRING

AYDELOTTE INTERVIEW
(Continued from page 1.)
Loan Bank Board. His principal object in doing this was a desire to back
up his academic study by some practical political experience.
He left
Washington in 1936, then followed the
year which he spent on his book.
This past summer he taught at the
University of Minnesota, lecturing on
Europe since 1870, and conducting a
graduate seminar.
He said that he had found it "an
extremely pleasant and delightful experience to meet the professors and
the students here," and that, being
raised in New England, "there is a
satisfaction at being back."
He
spoke of the architecture of Jarvis,
Northam Towers, and Seabury and
said that it recalled parts of Peter~
house, his college in Cambridge.
Peterhouse is the oldest college in
Cambridge, having been founded in

1284. But none of the 13th Century
buildings are left.
Actually onethird of the buildings at Peterhouse
and a large number of the other
structures at Camb1·idge and Oxford
were built in the 19th Century, at the
same time that many of our American colleges were going up. He said
that he much preferred the architecture of our old buildings to the 20th
Century dormitories.
"The rooms
are much more spacious and much
more dignified. They had a concep~
tion in those days of what constituted
a comfortable way of living." We
trust that Professor Aydelotte will
also find, here at Trinity, other qualities for which the older colleges are
equally famous.
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